
                                                HOUSE SHOW - FAQ

Q: What does it cost to host a House Show?
A: Nothing. House Shows are free to book. 

Q: When does Justin perform at House Shows?
A: Justin only performs at House Shows while on the road and already booked in the 
general area or passing through. 

Q: Since Justin does his House Shows for free, how does he make 
money and survive?
A: Justin depends on his merchandise sales to get from point A to point B.

Q: Does Justin receive/ask for donations at his House Shows?
A: Justin leaves that up to the host. Some hosts want to “pass the bucket” for Justin, but 
he does not ask for that.

Q: Does Justin charge an admission fee to attend the House Show?
A: No. All House Shows are free to attend, unless an arrangement has been made 
between Justin and the host regarding a “donation at the door” type entry fee.

Q: Where does Justin stay when he is in the area?
A: Justin will ask the host of the House Show to host him.

Q: What does hosting Justin consist of?
A: Providing a family oriented environment. No junk food, healthy food is preferred. 
Home cooked meals are a blessing. Clean sheets and a private room to himself is a 
must, but can be discussed if other arrangements have to be made.

Q: Does Justin travel alone?
A: Sometimes. Justin normally travels with his dog, Hank, and a driver.

Q: Is Justin’s dog well behaved?
A: Yes. Hank is very well socialized with other animals, people and up to date on all his 
vaccines. Justin will provide his food and bed/kennel. 

Q: Do I have to own a big house to host a House Show or Justin in 
general?
A: No. However, it is imperative to have a clean house, to ensure the health of the 
guests as well as Justin. Being on the road, is hard on ones’ immune system, so healthy 



food and a clean environment is very important.

Q: Does the House Show have to be open to the public?
A: Justin leaves that up to the host as well. If the host wishes for it to be private, that is 
fine. However, Justin then depends on the host to invite and have people at the House 
Show, for it to be a successful event. When public on Justin’s social media sites, his 
followers will come. They are good people that love music. Just like you.

Q: How long does a House Show usually last?
A: House Shows usually last 2-3 hours. From the time that folks start arriving, to the 
time Justin is done visiting with everyone. Justin usually only performs for an hour and 
leaves the rest of the time to mingle.

Q: How much parking space is needed?
A: Justin travels in a large van (possible with a trailer). If you can accommodate this, to 
where Justin doesn’t have to park somewhere else other than where he stays, that 
would be ideal.

Q: What does Justin do on his off time, while in the area?
A: There are times on tour when Justin will plan accordingly with his host, regarding 
how long he will stay. If his stay includes off days, it is very important that he rests 
during his off time and not plan to do something every day.

NOTE: 
As a happily married man, Justin requires that the hosts are married when staying in 
their home. Justin will still perform at a House Show if hosted by a single woman, but 
will not stay in her home. 


